SETTING UP A TENT OR MARQUEE
Our Bond tents are quite heavy and large – please follow these directions to ensure your
safety:
1. Drag the tent bag to the desired location (2 people)
2. Stand the tent up and unzip the bag
3. Lift the tent and pull away the bag (2 people)
4. Grab the legs/sides and gently pull outward (opposite from each other)
5. Once expanded slightly, grab the roof struts on the short side and expand to maximum
capacity. If 4 people present, you can each grab a leg.
6. At the top of each leg, secure the black fastener by pushing up into the hole (do this for
each of the 6 legs) Note – the tent should only be at a low height still.
7. Secure all the Velcro ties inside the tent so the canopy is attached to the frame
8. Now, raise the tent to full height by lifting the whole leg by the black clip, depressing the
clip and letting the bottom of the leg fall freely down. Do not try to stand on the plate at
the bottom of each leg as this will cause it to stick. Simply lift and release the clip allowing
the leg to drop to ground level.
9. Release the clip when 3 x holes are in view and ensure the clip is securely locked in the
fourth hole
10. Tie a sand bucket securely to each corner using the
Now watch this video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuqMpXcMhFQ

COLLAPSING
1. Lower the tent down to chest height by releasing the black clips on legs
2. Undo the Velcro inside and release ALL the upper black clips inside the tent
3. ‘Walk’ the tent inward until all legs meet (watch your fingers!)
4. Fold the canopy so it sits neatly and place in black bag and zip up

